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ABSTRACT. Let Äbean algebraic number field or an algebraic integer ring.

We prove that there is an algorithm to determine whether the sentence Vi 3y

(p(x,y), with (b(x,y) a quantifier free formula over R[T], is true in the polyno-

mial ring R[T] or not.

1. Introduction. R. M. Robinson [7] proved for any integral domain R that

the elementary theory of R)T) is undecidable. J. Denef [2] proved for any integral

domain R of characteristic zero that the diophantine problem for R[T) with co-

efficients in Z[T) is undecidable. It thus makes sense to investigate subclasses of

arithmetical sentences which are decidable. We study the arithmetical sentences

over polynomial rings from this point of view.

There is an algorithm for solving equations with one unknown in any algebraic

number field K. Hence there is an algorithm to decide whether sentences over

K[T) with a single existential quantifier (or a single universal quantifier), are true

in K)T) (see Lemma 2.2 below). The decidability of sentences with two existen-

tial quantifiers is very much an open problem; deciding which equations with two

unknowns are solvable is tantalizingly difficult. However, over the rational number

field Q or integer ring Z there are algorithms to decide the truth of sentences with

one universal quantifier and one existential quantifier [10]. In this paper we show

that there are also such algorithms for polynomial rings over an algebraic number

field K or algebraic integer ring / respectively.

Our main theorems are the following:

THEOREM 3.4. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentence Vx 3y

<p(x,y) (or 3xVt/ <pix,y) respectively), with <pix,y) a quantifier free formula over

K[T), is true in K[T) or not.

THEOREM 4.3. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentence Vx3t/

4>íx,y) íor 3xVy <Pix,y) respectively), with <p(x,y) a quantifier free formula over

K[T), is true in I[T) or not.

Our main tools are theorems of Schinzel [9] on diophantine equations with pa-

rameters. Along the proofs, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the

solvability of diophantine equations with parameters in K[T) and I)T) respectively.

We then obtain that the solvability of diophantine equations with parameters in

K)T) or I)T) is decidable. That is, there is an algorithm to determine whether the
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sentences of the form

Vxi   ■KixnBy f(xi,...,xn,y) =0,

where / is a polynomial over K[T), is true in K[T) (or I[T] respectively) or not.

The diophantine problem for I[T) with coefficients in Z is decidable if and only

if the diophantine problem for / with coefficients in Z is decidable. In [1, 3, 4],

the diophantine problems for some algebraic integer rings (with coefficients in Z)

were shown to be undecidable. We obtain that for some polynomial rings I)T), for

example Z[T), sentences of the form

Vxi  -Vain f(xi,...,xn) ¿0,

where / is a polynomial over Z, are undecidable. It is well known [4] that in J,

x / 0 <=> By 3z xy = (2z - l)(3z - 1).

This is also true in I[T). We obtain that there is no algorithm to determine whether

the sentences of the form

Vxi ■ • ■ Vxn ByBz /(xi,... ,xn,y,z) =0

is true in I[T] or not.

2. Preliminaries. In this paper, K denotes a finite extension field of the

rational number field Q and / denotes the ring of integers of K. We call K or I

an algebraic number field or an algebraic integer ring respectively. All formulas

are assumed to be in the language of rings augmented by constants denoting the

elements of K[T). Let R[T) be the ring of polynomials over R in one variable T.

In this paper, we study the sentences true in K[T) or I[T). In fact, all the results

proved in this paper are also true for polynomial rings in more than one variable.

The proofs are the same. For simplicity, we do the case of the polynomials in one

variable.

Now we introduce a convention which will be used throughout this paper. Let

/(xi,..., x„) be a polynomial with coefficients in K)T). We may view this poly-

nomial as a polynomial in n -f- 1 variables with coefficients in K and denote this

polynomial by f(T,xi,...,xn)-

In K we may find a polynomial p(x) of degree d > 0 with no roots in K. Let

5(x,2/) be its homogenization ydp(x/y). Then over K[T), B(a,b) = 0 if and only

if a = 0 A b = 0. With this fact, now we may give a syntactical transformation for

quantifier free formulas. This transformation will simplify our proofs later.

LEMMA 2.1. // <p(x,y) is a formula containing no quantifiers and no free

variables other than x and y then we may reduce 4>(x,y) to the form

\f™=i{fiix,y) = 0 A giix,y) / 0] where /¿(x,j/) and c7¿(x,y) are relatively prime

polynomials over K[T) for every i, 1 < i < n.

PROOF. Cf. [8, Theorem 3].

LEMMA 2.2. There is an algorithm to determine whether a given sentence with

a single quantifier is true in K[T) ior I[T) respectively) or not.

PROOF. It suffices to show the case of sentences with a single existential quan-

tifier. Let 3x (p(x) be such a sentence. By Lemma 2.1, we may write tp(x) in the
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form y^=i)fi(x) = 0Ag¿(x) ^ 0). There is an algorithm [5] for solving equations in

K[T) by factorization; a = h(T) is a root of the equation f(x) = 0 in K[T) if and

only if x — h(T) is a factor of the polynomial f(T,x). Therefore, if there exist an

i and an element a of K)T) such that /¿(a) = 0 but gi(a) ^ 0 then 3x <p(x) is true

in K[T). Otherwise, 3x <j>(x) is false in K[T).

Given an algebraic number b in K, there is an algorithm to check whether b is

an algebraic integer or not [6, p. 11]. The proof for the case of I[T] is similar.

3. Sentences in /f[T]. Given a polynomial f{xi,...,xn,y), we may ask

whether for any numbers x'j,..., x'n the equation /(x'x,..., x'n, y) = 0 is solvable.

Problems of this type are called diophantine equations with parameters in number

theory. We apply a theorem of Schinzel over K to obtain a necessary and sufficient

condition for a diophantine equation with parameters to be solvable in K[T). Now

we state the theorem of Schinzel [9, p. 192].

THEOREM A. Let F(x,t\,...,tr) be a polynomial over an algebraic number

field K. If for every r arithmetic progressions P\,...,PT in Z there exist integers

f¿ of Pi (i < r) and an x' of K such that F(x',t'i,... ,t'r) = 0 then there exists a

rational function x(ii,... ,tr) over K such that

F(x(ti,...,tr),   ti,...,tr)=0.

We now prove a necessary lemma before we give the necessary and sufficient

condition over K[T).

LEMMA 3.1. Let rj(t, xi,..., x„) (j < m) be rational functions, but not poly-

nomials over K. There exist elements x',,...,x'n in Z[T) such that rj(T,x\, ...,x'n)

(j < rn) are not elements of K[T).

PROOF. Let ry = Gj/Hj where Gj G K[t,X\,...,xn], Hj G K)t,xi,...,x„] -K
and Gj, Hj are relatively prime over K[t,xi,... ,xn) for each j. We first assume

that Gj and Hj all contain variable t except for some Gj which may be elements

of K. If the polynomial Hi does not contain the variable t, then Hi must con-

tain another variable, say X\. Then we can choose a suitable b of Z such that

Hiixi + bt, x2,..., xn) contains variable t. Also all other polynomials Gj, Hj still

contain variable t after substituting xi by xi + bt if they contain t originally. Af-

ter at most 2m substitutions all polynomials contain variable t except for some

polynomials Gj which are elements of K. We also assume that Gj and Hj are

all irreducible or we factor Gj and Hj into irreducible factors and set them into

rational functions to satisfy the assumption. For example, if H3■ = hi ■ h2 and

Gj = gi ■ g2 where hi,h2, gi and g2 are irreducible, then we set rj = hi/gi,

r2 = h2/gi, r^ = hi/g2 and rj = h2/g2. Now we want to choose x\,...,x'„ of

Z such that G jit, x\,..., x'n) and Hj(t, x',,..., x'n) are irreducible for every j <m

and G jit, x[,..., x'n) ^ k-Hjit, x',,..., x'n) for every k of K. Then r,(T, x\,..., x'n)

are not elements of K[T) for j < m. For simplicity, we do the case m = 2. Let

G1=¿t7í-Ít,    Ga = ¿fl£-*»',    Hi = ¿Thk-tk,    H2 = J2h'ltl,

i=0 j=0 k=0 1=0

where gi,g'j,hk,h\ are elements of K)xi,... ,x„). Since Gt and Hi are relatively

prime for i = 1,2 we may choose suitable i,j,k,l such that pi = c/¿ ■ hk — gk • hi,
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P2 = 9j ■ h\ — g[ ■ h' and p = pi • p2 ^ 0. By Hubert's irreducibility theorem [9, p.

179], there are integers x[,... ,x'n of Z such that Gjit,x'i,... ,x'n), H jit,x'i,... ,x'n)

are irreducible and p(x',,... ,x'n) =/ 0. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.2. Let fixi,...,xn,y) be a polynomial over K[T). For every

x'i,... ,x'n of K[T] there is a y' of K[T) such that /(x'j,... ,x'n,y') =0 if and only

if /(xi,... ,xn,y) has a factor of the form y — P(xi,... ,x„) with F(xi,... ,xn) a

polynomial over K[T].

PROOF. One direction is trivial. Now we assume that for every x'i,...,x'n

of K[T) there is a y' of K[T) such that fix[,...,x'n,y') = 0. Then for every

t,ai,...,an of K there is a number b of K such that /(i, oi,..., an, b) = 0. By

Theorem A and the Factor Theorem, fiT,xi,...,xn,y) has factors of the form

y — riT, xi,..., x„) where r(T, Xi,..., xn) are rational functions over K. Let

r¿(T, xi,..., x„) = FiiT, xi,..., xn)/G¿(T, xx,..., xn)

with Fi,Gi relatively prime. Since if is a unique factorization domain, we may

write that

fíT,xi,...,xn,y) = foíT,xi,...,xn,y)
s

■ Y[íGiíT,xi,... ,xn)y - FíÍT,Xi, ... ,xn)),        s¿0,
i=l

where /o, P¿, G i ^ 0 are polynomials over K, Fi and G¿ are relatively prime and /n

has no factors of the form GÍT, xi,..., xn)y — P(T, xi,..., xn). Now suppose that

for every i, G¿(T,Xi,..., xn) is an element of K[T, x%,...,xn] — K. We want to

choose x'i,..., x'n of K[T) such that /(x'l5..., x'n, y) ^ 0 for every y of K[T). The

polynomial /o has no factor of the form GÍT,xi,...,xn)y — FÎT,xi,...,xn); by

Theorem A again, there exist arithmetic progressions P¿ = {biZ + rrn\ z G Z} in Z,

0 <i <n, such that for every o¿ of P¿ the equation /o(ciO) oi> • • •, an, y) = 0 has no

solutions in K. Notice that r¿(6nT + mo, biXi + mi,..., bnxn + mn) are rational

functions but not polynomials over K. By Lemma 3.1, we may choose x[,... ,x'n of

Z[T) such that r¿(¿TjT + mo, bix\ + m\, ■ ■., bnx'n + m„) are not elements of K[T).

We also obtain that foiboT + mo, bix'i + mi,..., bnx'n + mn,y) = 0 is not solvable

in K[T). Suppose that there is a solution y' in K[T). Substituting T = 1, this

contradicts the choices of arithmetic progressions.

COROLLARY 3.3. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentences of

the form

Vx, ••• Vx„3t/ fixi,...,xn,y) = 0,

where f is a polynomial over K[T], is true in K[T] or not.

PROOF. By Theorem 3.2, we only need to apply the algorithm in [5] to factor

the polynomial /(T, xi,..., xn, y) over K, then check whether / has a factor of the

form y — FÎT,X\,...,xn) or not.

THEOREM 3.4. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentence Vx3y

4>ix,y) ior 3xVt/ <pix,y) respectively), with <pix,y) a quantifier free formula over

K[T), is true in K[T) or not.

PROOF. It suffices to prove the case for sentences of the form Vx3t/ </>(x, y).

By Lemma 2.1, we may write that <Pix,y) <=> V"=i[/¿(x'2/) — 0 A c/¿(x,y) ^ 0).
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In order for the sentence \/xBy <Pix,y) to be true in K[T), it is necessary that

Vx3y [\/ifiix,y) = 0] or Vx3y |JI« fifav) = 0] be true in K[T). Now we apply
the algorithm in [5] to factor the polynomial FJ¿ /¿(T, x, y) over K. If T\i /¿(T, x, t/)

does not have any factor of the form y — FÎT, x) with F(T, x) a polynomial over K,

then VxBy [[], fiíx,y) = 0] is false in K[T) by Theorem 3.2. Then Vx3^ <pix,y)

is false in K[T). Now we suppose that FJ, /¿(T, x, y) has such a factor y — FÎT, x).

Since y — FÎT, x) is irreducible, there is an i such that y — FÎT, x) is a factor of

fiiT,x,y). For every element a of K[T), FÎT, a) is an element of K[T). Hence if

By cpia, y) is false in K[T) then a must be a root of the equation <7¿(x, Fix)) = 0 in

K)T) where c/¿(x, P(x)) ^ 0. Now we solve the equation gi(x, F(x)) = 0 in A"[T] and

let {oi,... ,ar} be the roots of this equation. We check the truth of the sentence

Bycpiai,y) in K[T) for every i < r by the algorithm of Lemma 2.2. If there is an i

such that By <p(ai,y) is false in K[T) then Vx By tpix, y) is false in K[T). Otherwise,

Vx3t/ 4>ix,y) is true in A[T].

4. Sentences in I[T). In this section we study the sentences in I[T). We apply

another theorem of Schinzel to obtain similar results to those in §3. The ideas

of the proofs are similar. Only in certain places do we need to check whether an

algebraic number is an algebraic integer or not. We sketch or even omit the proofs

in this section. We first state the theorem of Schinzel [9, p. 195].

THEOREM B. Let F(x,t\,...,tr) be a polynomial over an algebraic number

field K. If for every r arithmetic progressions P\,...,PT in Z there exist integers

t[ of Pi and an integer x' of K such that P(x',ii,... ,t'r) = 0 then there exists a

polynomial X(ti,..., tr) over K such that

P(A(íi,...,ír), ti,...,fr)=0.

THEOREM 4.1. Let f(x\,...,xn,y) be a polynomial over K[T). For every

x[,.. .,x'n of I[T) there is a y' of I[T) such that /(x'j,... ,x'n,y') = 0 if and only

if f(x\,... ,xn,y) has a factor of the form y — F(xi,... ,xn) with F(xi,... ,xn) a

polynomial over I[T).

PROOF. By Theorem B, we may write that

f(T,xi,...,xn,y) = fo(T,xi,...,xn,y)
s

■Yl(y-Fi(T,xi,...,x„)),       s#0,
i=i

where /o and F¿ are polynomials over K and /o has no factors of the form

y — FÎT, xi,... ,xn). Now suppose that Fi(T,xi,...,xn) are not polynomials

over J for every i. By Theorem B again, there exist arithmetic progressions

Pi — {niZ + m.i\ z e Z} in Z such that for every a¿ of Pi, fo{ao,oi, ■ ■ ■ ,an,y) has

no solution in /. Now let d be a positive integer greater than the degree of the poly-

nomial f(T,Xi,...,xn,y) and x'x =Td + mx, x'2 —Td+ m2,...,x'n = Td" + m„.

Then Fi(T, x\,.. .,x'n) cannot be an element of I[T] and /o(x'i, • • •, x'n, y) = 0 is

not solvable in I[T). The latter can be seen by taking T = Ylini- This is a

contradiction.
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COROLLARY 4.2. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentences of

the form

Vxi ••■Vx„3t/ fixi,...,xn,y) =0,

where f is a polynomial over K[T], are true in I[T) or not.

THEOREM 4.3. There is an algorithm to determine whether the sentence Vx3t/

<Pix,y) ior 3xVt/ <Pix,y) respectively), with <Pix,y) a quantifier free formula over

K[T), is true in I[T) or not.

FINAL REMARK. Analyzing the algorithms in this paper more carefully, we find

that all the algorithms are in deterministic polynomial time. In [11], we proved

that the decision problem of deciding which sentences of the form Bx'iy fix, y) ^ 0,

where /(x, y) is a polynomial over 7, are true in I, is NP-complete. The reason why

we have more efficient algorithms for I[T] is that we have a simple criterion, i.e.

Theorem 4.1, to tell whether a diophantine equation with parameters is solvable in

I[T).
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